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Can AYP truly measure
innovation practices?

Megan Jones
For the 2012 school year,
all District 214 schools fell
short of federal standards
according to the Adequate
Yearly
Progress
(AYP)
assessment; however, when
looking through The U.S.
News and World Report and
The Washington Post, D214
schools are nationally ranked
for being the best in the state.
Only 11 Illinois high
schools
made
adequate
progress. However, only seven
were ranked as a top high
school in the state by the U.S.
News and World Report.
WHS was the lowestperforming
school:
56.8
percent of students met or
exceeded the standard.
“I don’t think it’s fair
because you are comparing
differences, but Wheeling has

seen lots of growth, especially
with how many are enrolled in
AP Classes,” Micki Kaufman,
assessment center assistant,
said. “As long as I can see
growth for every student
based on who they are and
where they came from, that is
wonderful. If you see you are
better than when you started,
you know you’ve grown.”
All
demographics,
including traditionally lower
performing groups such as
English Language Learners
(ELL) or low-income students
are held to the same standard.
But does one measurement
really fit all?
To achieve AYP, a school
must test 95 percent of its
students and attain the
target goal in English and
mathematics, or reduce the
percentage of students in the
non-proficient category of
achievement by 10 percent.
Greater expectations can be
found at WHS, but I find that
students thrive from this. We
have so many unique factors
that set us apart from the
district leader, John Hersey
High School, so how can we
use the same tests to compare
us?
To contrast, let’s look

at all the successes WHS
maintains that the AYP does
not show. In the last six years,
WHS has witnessed an 80
percent growth in Advanced
Placement
participation
while maintaining pass rates
double the national average
and recorded the highest
ACT scores in the history
of the school. The school is
nationally recognized for its
efforts in STEM education and
often serves as an example
for others in the country.
However, we are “failing.”
Students do not attend
WHS to participate in a
standard course load. Instead,
they have the opportunity
to spend the day diagnosing
mannequin patients, learning
medical terminology, working
on experiments in a nanolab
and gaining credit towards
becoming a certified nursing
assistant.
With many students below
the poverty line, we know
what it’s like to have to pick
between working the night
shift and studying algebra.
Considering the amount of
dual language learners, WHS
is an epicenter of diversity, and
no standardized judgement or
test score will show that story.

Stats share only half the story
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38.1 percent of WHS students are from
low-income households
180 students participate in English Language
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High School Journalism Project
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throughout the Chicago area. It
of 2012 were considered
I don’t think schools with
is made possible through a grant
at-risk as freshmen due to
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low incoming test scores.
from the Robert R. McCormick
differently, but instead
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Foundation.
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“

in subgroups, including
economically disadvantaged
and limited-English
proficient, scored in the
lowest academic warning
category.

students to prosper. Wheeling High School prides itsself on the growth students
have from explorer to ACT.”
Dr. Alan Wahlert,

social science division head

1,877 students attend WHS
Infographics by Solinna Chong
Information from Illinois State Board of Education school report cards
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Prompt: You may continue reading on with “the great expectations” that
students have. Sharpen your mind and continue with Focus.
If you finish early, you may go on and read the editorial on page 10.

How much is too much?

Do you think
teens have greater
expectations placed on
them today?

Salehbhai masters time, stress management
Megan Provost
asst. focus editor
For Khadeeja Salehbhai, junior, the term
“booked” takes on a whole new meaning.
On top of three Advanced Placement (AP)
and two honors classes, she takes on multiple
extracurricular activities, drivers ed classes every
night from 7:00 to 8:30, and ACT preparations
that every junior does.
Salehbhai currently takes AP United States
History, AP English Composition and Language,
AP Psychology, Honors Physics and Honors PreCalc.
Without a working study hall and no lunch
period, homework waits until after school to be
done.
“I’m usually up until around 12 a.m. doing
homework,” Salehbhai said. “I usually get
between five to six hours (of homework); but if
I’m lucky, I might only get three.”
According to Medscape, “adolescents
generally require nine to 9.25 hours of sleep per
night; however, many are getting less than eight
hours of sleep per school night.” Salehbhai falls
into this group, averaging five hours of sleep on
school nights, “but it’s been around two hours
lately, because I’ve been so busy,” Salehbhai
said.
According to Salehbhai, sleep deprivation
has taken its toll on her schoolwork. Time for
studying for tests becomes less and less as more
time is spent completing homework for these
classes.
“I’ve always been a straight-A student, but this
semester I got my first B in a class,” Salehbhai
said.
In addition, Salehbhai is involved in many
extracurricular activities at WHS. She is a
member of National Honors Society, Junior Class

Board, Interact with Africa, Scholastic Bowl and
is on the executive board for Student Council.
“She’s in everything, but she does everything
well. Everything is done to perfection,” Sandra
Chico, Student Council adviser, said. “She’s a
quiet leader; she leads by example.”
With multiple activities and an already jampacked schedule, some sacrifices had to be made
in terms of extracurriculars.
“I did math team for about two days, but I
had to quit because it interfered too much with
Student Council,” Salehbhai said.
Other conflicts include an overlap between
Interact with Africa meetings and Scholastic
Bowl meets.
Athletics have also been impacted by
Salehbhai’s busy schedule. She participated
in softball her freshman year, badminton her
sophomore year, and played tennis both years in
the fall.
Participation in tennis this year was
prevented by a car accident in which Salehbhai
badly injured her leg.
“I couldn’t walk normally for about four
months,” said Salehbhai of her injury. “I
could’ve been on varsity [tennis] my senior year
had I been able to play this season.”
The injury left Salehbhai on crutches and
in physical therapy everyday for the first two
months after the incident, adding onto her busy
evenings. Salehbhai was homebound for the first
week of school and was left to learn on her own.
As a junior, Salehbhai has much to prepare
for in terms of tests and college right around the
corner. Rather than taking ACT prep courses,
she studies on her own and does the same for
her SAT preparation.
Salehbhai will also participate in summer
research and is already writing essays to apply
for scholarships.

“I feel as though the expectations,
for teens grows every year, but
its for our future, so we shouldn’t
take it very lightly.”

Christine Almario,
sophomore

Lache Knight,
junior

Push for academic success takes over childhood

Ten-year-old kids should enjoy playing
outside, watch as many cartoons as humanly
possible and play the latest video game out
there. Unfortunately, children these days
are being stripped of their childhood for the
purpose of academic success.
My 10-year-old brother has been spending
more time with his textbooks than with
friends, family and toys. His daily schedule, as
soon as he comes home from school, consists
of an hour and a half of homework, a half an
hour of studying, an hour practicing his french

Mauricio Zavala,
freshman

“There are lots of expectations,
but there have always been
expectations to do well in
everything we do. Trying our
best helps us grow into great
people for the future.”

Top: Khadeeja Salebhahi, junior, has
kept all of her acedemic materials
since freshman year. Stacking all her
textbooks, notecards, notebooks and
so on is about four feet four inches.
This is only eight inches shorter than
Salehbhai’s height of four feet 11
inches. Despite the large stack of
books, Salehbhai still plans on taking
more Advanced Placement (AP)
classes her senior year.
Right: During a Student Council
meeting, Salehbhai paints a banner
for Student Council’s upcoming
recruitment week. Salehbhai is
currently the secretary on the
executive board.
Photos by Solinna Chong

Solinna Chong

“We strive for our best. We
stick to our friends and family
and get motivated. Everyone
strives for a better future than
they have now.”

horn and another hour reading an assigned
book for a project. Although four hours does
not seem like a lot, for a young mind that
easily gets bored, it really is. According to
Daniel Myer, psychologist, the human mind
can only focus on one thing for 20 minutes; a
child much sooner.
According to The Record, students from
ages 6 to 17 spend about five hours on
homework a week and 32.5 hours a week
attending school. This is about 7.5 times more
than students 20 years ago.
These days, society has emphasized the
need for a successful education career that
children like my brother are starting to mold
to fit such great expectations at a far too
young age.
Already, my brother has set goals for
himself that seem far above the norm. He
wants to skip a grade, become a dentist when
he grows up and go to Loyola University. It
took me almost two years to make up my
mind as to what I wanted to major in, let alone
choose a college, and yet children younger
than me already have their lives set.

Also, the workload is too much. Students
starting at age 6 already have book projects
and essays to do, which is something I never
had to do until about fifth grade. My brother’s
workload has grown to be so overwhelming
that he sometimes skips dinner, dedicates
his weekend to homework or wakes up at 5
o’clock in the morning to finish.
Children typically need 10 to 12 hours of
sleep according to Kids Health. Without a
decent amount of sleep, deprived children may
experience irritable or hyper behavior, which
will make it more difficult to concentrate in
school. Since children go through critical
development stages, sleep is crucial to promote
healthy, functioning brains and growth.
Schools should consider that students
are still young, growing children. They need
playtime, friends and family to process and
grow well.
Even though a person’s education career
is important, not doing one homework
assignment or one essay will not kill a person;
the amount of stress and lack of sleep caused
by these assignments just might.

“I think people place more
emphasis on the ACT than it
deserves. Colleges today don’t
look at just the ACT scores;
there are other factors besides
it.”

Harlan Rosen,
senior

“I don’t think it is any greater
for teens than it was for us
(teachers). They have more
resources than we ever had, but
the biggest challenge for them is
having too much information.”

Derrick Williamson,
Tech. Systems Supervisor
Photo Opinion by Kristina Piamonte
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